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ABOUT THE
PROJECT
The project aims to support
teachers to develop their teaching
practices and their skills in the
digital era.

WHO IS IT
FOR?

OUR
WEBSITE

Direct target group: Secondary
School Teachers
Indirect target group: Secondary
School Students

For all the latest updates, feel free
to visit our website at

THE CONSORTIUM
Coordinator

http://www.meldeproject.eu/

FOLLOW US
Partners

@MELDEeu

TOOLKIT
The fourth result of the MeLDE
project, focused on the production of
the MeLDE TOOLKIT. The main aim
of the ToolKit is to provide all the
necessary information to external
stakeholders, organisations and schools
to implement the MeLDE Programme.

HTTP://MELDE.IIT.DEMOKRITOS.GR/

E-LEARNING PLATFORM &
ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE
(OPEN BADGES)
Based on the results of the Melde Competence Framework
(IO1) and the Educational Pack (IO2), IO3 aims to design the
dynamic and interactive e-PLATFROM to be used as an
Open Learning Environment offering access to the MeLDE
ACADEMY,
MeLDE
TOOLBANK
and
MeLDE
COMMUNITY.
Additionally, it aims to promote the use of an innovative,
simple and rational assessment tool (Open Badge) for the
validation and the recognition of the various competences,
A badge is an online representation of a skill or achievement you
have earned. They include metadata such as name, description,
provider and criteria, to represent a limitless set of skills and
achievements.
For each of the above modules, the MeLDE consortium has
created the corresponding badges. There are four (4) badges
(one per module) and 1 overall badge for the completion of all
modules. In order for someone to acquire the MeLDE Badge,
they first need to complete all the modules. These badges are
made available for earning via the e-platform, which has
been designed specifically for the learning and assessment
purposes of the MeLDE project

Additionally, the MeLDE ToolKit
includes guidelines and insturctions
regarding the process of teaching
media literacy and digital literacy skills
to secondary school teachers.

“A democratic
society depends
upon an inform
and educated
citizenry.”
- Thomas Jefferson

NEXT STEPS
Next steps of the project is the pilot
testing/MeLDE
Programme
Implementation which is the testing
phase of our educational material
and the e-Learning Platform in all
partner countries (United Kingdom,
Cyprus, Greece and Germany)

